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1.0 ABSTRACT
This proposal examines the Design process through developing a dialog or game-like graphic software
environment. Inferring Design Environment (IDE) is a concept sketch that assimilates a dialog or turn-taking
game onto a two dimensional digital canvas, which in turn helps designers learn about their learning
processes. This turn-taking process eventually gives rise to meaningful expression through the use of a rule the
Designer has made previously. Henceforth, learning is not something that has a goal and purpose such as
teaching does, but is rather the emergence and discovery of an interaction of fmite elements and the "self' in an
Environment.
Thesis Supervisor: Terry Knight
Title: Professor of Computation, Department of Architecture, MIT
1.1 Preface
This thesis is in the interest of Learning Processes in Visual Design, especially Dialogic Cognitive
Development with the Use of a Computational Device. The formal contents of this thesis are one of Instance,
U00 of Shape Grammar Algebra, and Pixel or Points; where in the Algebraic shape description Ugg, ( )
represents dimensional elements in a dimension (j ).1 So should a zero dimension only contain zero
dimensional elements?
There are indefinite numbers of descriptions to organizing the world. There is no problem with the way the
world is "organized" currently, but that way is not necessarily the only the way. In order to accustom the rest of
world to individual experience, it is necessary to have a dialogue. And more over, a purposeful life does not
always come from having accomplished a goal or come to a conclusion. Rather, it might come from going on
with a particular way of life. Probably the most useful tool in psychology is forgetfulness because it allows one
to go on with a way of life exclusive of past principles which might prohibit their interaction with much
available in the world. Gaston Bachelard in his fullest Poetic sense asserts that "The idea of principle or "bias"
in this case would be disastrous for it would interfere with the essential psychic actuality, [reality] the essential
novelty of the poem."2 However, there is of course greater freedom from having some limitation; greater reach
can also mean a greater focus. Human "understanding" is very often as great a limitation as Time.
Some of these ideas can be traced to two classes in the MIT School of Architecture. One is the Design Inquiry,
taught by Professor William Porter, and the other is the Computation Pro Seminar supervised by Professor
George Stiny in conjunction with Professor Edith Ackermann. As well as all the others who participated in later
discussions, especially Pablo Castro from OBRA architects in New York has been a strong influence on my
thesis, thinking along the lines of Culture and Public Work. Lastly noted, "Derrida and Architecture: A
Conversation", a discussion which was held in The Great Hall, Cooper Union, made a perfectly valid point
regarding "misunderstanding" - it is as fruitful as understanding. To further fuel the process of dialog, there is
often some mistake that can be detected. In my thesis, a perceptual misunderstanding might be more
purposeful than an understanding. The "Inferring Design Environment (IDE)" acts as a sort of creator or
revealer of a useful misunderstanding. It acts in concert with reality, as often, more than one perspective is
useful to achieve a result, and as is necessary to create dimensions beyond zero well into the unknown.
In this thesis, all the above was utilized to form my own synthesis and the ideas written here are only the parts
of which I have adapted to my own use. I might feel a bias towards my own understanding of the world, but it
has been meaningful endeavor.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION
In Inferring Design Environment (IDE), a sketch of a
concept, the Designer will be able to understand his
own initial action better from IDE inferring rules.
The designer then applies rules recursively to the
interactive drawing board. Henceforth, the Designer
sees the changes made by IDE and will become more
exploratory in the Design process.
Because of this experiment setting the Designer can
explore from multiple paths which other wise have
never been explored. Therefore, an unprejudiced
view of design choice opens before the Designer.
Having a dialog makes the Designer more aware of a
history of patterns and range of chance for repetition
or novelty. In other words, in order to find a novelty
one must build a repertoire or set of rules which
allows an anticipation or "virtual event." So a
repertoire is not a recipe as one would think but it's a
way to measure or match a world against your own
micro-world to find a self discovered novelty, which
in turn reshapes one's own repertoire/set of rules.
So this turn-taking mechanism assists the Designer to
be more aware of change in the environment and
decision making patterns. Also this process
encourages both the designer and IDE to be
interactive. The Designer's knowledge can only be
copied in meaningful terms if it once were in a state
of inchoate.
4.1 Design Process with IDE
During the design process, a designer first sees a
pattern through viewing port (active frame) then
reshapes the former pattern in that viewing port, thus
making a rule or "initial action." The Machine then
applies the former rule to the canvas which in turn
produces visual effects. This effect the Designer who
"reacts" to what the machine has done. Thus, there
are mainly three levels of interaction in this tool: the
first level is the "initial action," the second level is
the rule interacting with the canvas, and third level of
interaction is between the Designer and the later.
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Furthermore, this conceptual tool suggests an
emergence of new environments where the Designer
is not only the Designer of his fixed rule, but
perceptually gains the ability to effect a change to
this dynamically linked world.
From this experiment, the idea of an "offset" which
occurs in the course of dialog becomes a crucial
notion in the machine-human interaction or the
human-human interaction. Learning comes from a
personal ability to be mystified by the world and all
things. The Designer's temporal structure, in
perpetual effort to construct his or her own world,
is that understanding can only be understood
retrospectively, by evaluation of what you have
done, or "seeing what you have seen." Furthermore,
this "understanding" leads to the sharing of
thought with others, increases the interaction of all
things in the world, and accommodates both familiar
and unfamiliar.
4.2 Purpose Becomes Problem
Learning becomes a process when two entities
engage in a dialog. Inferring Design Environment
(IDE) is a simple conceptual application that
attempts to assimilate such a dialog on a two
dimensional digital canvas; this helps Designers
learn about their learning processes. This process is
important when the Designer understands how one
initial action becomes a part of a repertoire which at
the end becomes replicable creative processes for
composing different patterns. This repetition
enhances the creative process by allowing the
designer to recognize his design patterns, opening up
new ways to see possible alternatives. Like a dialog,
IDE relies on "circular reaction," which is a
fundamental notion of the developmental
psychologist Piaget.
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This application allows the Designer to focus a
pattern on the canvas, then observe or listen to the
Designer's action and understand it in terms of the
before and after state. Then the machine infers
graphically on the digital canvas. This completes a
circular process, allowing the user to refocus on a
pattern and make an initial change to that pattern
once again.
This is a conceptual tool. However, it has the
potential for helping a Designer be more aware of his
initial action and the surrounding environment
through a feedback mechanism, or dialog. As a
foundational concept, application for this program is
open for public domain other than Design.
During development, the Sketch of concepts faced
few limitations which allowed exploration in several
possible directions. Those limitations and
explorations will be stated in the Software section of
this thesis. That section will be followed by the
User's Feedback which was useful in terms of
developing Further Work and finding some of the
possible directions for further developing the
software and possible implementations of emergent
concepts.
Finally, during the process of making and
developing, the software became a vehicle to the
discovery of a new domain. The concept of "offset"
in Machine and Human dialog can be explored and
exploited in future research. In conclusion the notion
"offset" in the dialog will be discussed informally to
open up further dialog in design and computation.
Ironically, purpose in design is least purposeful since
one can never know until one is engaged in his own
dialogic construct of the world.
5.0 Background and Terminology
This thesis loosely connects various aspects of
Human interaction with "things." There are four
categories that influence the projects: Environment,
Event, Familiar, and Unfamiliar.
5.1 Dialogic
The dialogic constructive method is a way for the
designer to construct a personally meaningful micro-
world by engaging in turn-taking with a
computational device.
A Dialog is not only to understand another's meaning
by using his fixed rule, but ultimately to gain
the ability to change one's own set of rules while
interacting with any world. In the world of turn-
taking and dialog, each word or phrase changes the
orientation and relation of listener to a seemingly
familiar yet unfamiliar world.
5.2 Game i.e. Turn-Taking to Play
Found in Erno Rubik's mechanical puzzle (Rubik's
Cube), is an environment i.e. relationship of finite
elements, which changes based on the player's initial
actions. This might suggest some things about
interactivity and intuition on a player's dealing with
any "problem." Case in point, as with the cube, there
are not only multiple paths to get to the one
prescribed final solution of uniformly colored sides,
more over there is a point where one might discover
various patterns towards multiple unique solutions.
For example once the pattern of mechanical
adjustments necessary to achieve the game are
realized and remembered a player might conceive of
the desire to create whole new series of operations
toward other self created game endings (realized
local goals). This mechanical game requires a player
to oscillate between what he has done and the next
plausible path towards what he wants next. Other
games like the Soma Cube also suggest this similar
"way of navigation."
""Magix" Build, Launch, Convene: Sketches for
Constructive Dialogic Play Kits," an experiment by
Ackermann and Strohecker in MERL, Mitsubishi
Electric Research Laboratory, exhibits a similar
overall mechanism. This tool similarly requires the
User's "initial action" which in turn makes some
things meaningful from engaging in dialog with a
computational device. 3
In "Magix...," the children similarly design a
"creature" then have it move about in the
environment, thereby gaining some understanding of
their own micro-worlds.
5.3 Environment
There are infinitely many environments with which
one can interact within at any moment of time. In
order to make this thesis clear, Environment, with
the capital letter E, refers to the user and all things,
i.e. the World. And environment, with the small
letter e, is a copy or part of an environment needing
predefinition.
Environment, i.e. the World, endures and will go on
with in its' ritualistic ways. Every spring flower
blooms and in fall the leaves turn color etc. On the
other hand, the environment, as a copy or part, is
dynamic not because it keeps changing by its own,
but by way of a dweller's own change, their
descriptive perception, and the effects of their
actions on the environment.
5.4 Event: World Making
An Event is not understood as a singularity in most
cases, but as multiple copies of reality which
compose an event in any moment. Reality is the
perpetual processes of selection, or, the creation of
harmonious form from multiple copied images. This
Reality is a way for making meaning in the
Designer's world.
In order to comprehend an Event, latency is
introduced to prolong the anticipation before the
beholder's eye. It is impossible for one to hold his
focus on an object.
When the Designer interacts with the Environment,
he or she immediately tries to understand it by
making a copy of one's own description, or
anticipation of the event, and often chooses the one
that is understood in terms of neither or nor. The
Event making involves the Designer's choosing the
one that is familiar yet unfamiliar.
5.6 Circular Reaction I learning from experience
or "set" of activities.
1. Repetition of certain motor habits
(unintentional) which produces interesting
effects; i.e. "see and move a mouse to find
interesting pattern."
2. Accommodation or adjustment of an initial
action can lead to more controlled and reliable
effects. This part is done by the Machine.
3. Lastly, Circular reaction suggests the behavior
of the child called "procedures for making interesting
sights last [in duration]." 5 i.e. Novelty finding.
A child achieves this effect by shifting one's focus,
which produces an effect different from a child's
anticipation, further shifting the meaning of the
initial activity from later experience.
"...ability to keep track of previous activity by
repeating it; to anticipate the effect of a given action
by making it into a pre-existing goal: and to change
the meaning of a repeated act by using it as a means
for achieving the goal."6
"Goal," in the above sense, does not oppose single
goal, but rather it poses to the learner a temporal
template with which he or she compares the world.
5.5 Language and Event
The Language of the Hopi which describes thought
is shaped by their way of ritualistic life. Their
culture heavily relies upon perpetual events which in
turn gives rise to language and ritual. According to
Chemist / Linguist Benjamin Whorf:
"Hopi "preparing" activities again show a result of
their linguistic thought background in an emphasis
on persistence and constant insistent
repetition....enhanced by a way of thinking close to
the subjective awareness of duration, of the ceaseless
"latering" of events.... This principle joined with
that of thought-power and with traits of general
Pueblo Culture is expressed in the theory of the Hopi
ceremonial dance for furthering rain and crops, as
well as in its short, piston-like tread, repeated
thousand of times hour after hour."A
Similarly, with Hopi language IDE is about making a
ritual or perpetual preparation as much as making the
Designer's world.
6.0 SOFTWARE
To avoid technical burdens on the reader and my
limited "techey* way description" only the over all
function of the problems are discuss in this portion.
Since this tool was a "sketch of a concept," few
features are added in the software design. Each
feature, limitations, and emergent problems of new
features will be mentioned.
Beyond this description the Source Code for this
JAVA applet is provided on the back of this thesis.
*A person who is technically familiar with description of
technological component, its function.
6.1 Event Components
Obviously IDE is event driven. Based on the
movements, for example the mouse movements of
the Designer, different functions get triggered in the
program accordingly and the flow chart suggests
program design criteria. The Designer and IDE work
in the following procedure. Figure [2]
a. Designer initializes by seeing a pattern on
canvas, and scans using the Active view.
b. Designer edits what he as seen and records
(by machine). This locks the active frame.
c. The same as (b.) and (f.) but done by the
machine.
d. Machine writes rules into Rule Books (Box)
and each rule gets a unique ID.
e. Machine runs the Active Rule and applies
the rule on the canvas. i.e., scan and find
places where that rule is applicable.
f. Is the same steps as (a. - b.) but is a re-
action of the user to what the machine has
done to over all canvas. This completes a
circle of action and reaction.
Flow Chart
[a]
The Designer [b]
0
IDE [c[
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figure. 2
In summary, there are three major interactions in this
Game-like environment. The three main modes of
the program are:
1. Browsing mode- allows the user to be in
viewing mode, using the Active Frame.
2. Recording Mode- locks the Frame and
simultaneously allows the User to be in
viewing mode.
3. Applies Rule Mode- the user observes the
machine while re-visiting and re-creating
towards a future event.
Later on, a Programming Component is added as the
Forth Mode. As a text based component, it allows
users to program a simple a pseudo code. As well,
this new feature allows the User to execute multiple
rules in a desired sequence. This interaction of rules
creates a visual effect which is difficult to anticipate.
A text based pseudo code allows the user to control
the movement of the "spider" or scan. Once familiar
with the all the commands, the User may choose to
control the movement and flow of with in the pseudo
code by retrieving information from the Canvas.
6.2 Graphic Components
Besides the event or flow of the diagram, the
Graphics are an important component of IDE
designing. The Software has three main components:
the Active View-Port (Active Frame), Canvas, and
Rule Box. The Rule Box can be further sub-
compartmentalized by making a distinction of state-
before and state-after or frame-before and frame-
after, both of which has the same data structure as
the Active View-Ports or Active Frame.
Active Frame is Active When the Machine is
observing the user and vise versa.
Metaphorically speaking, the Active Frame is a
component which allows the user to converse back
and forth with the Machine. The Rule Box is a
collection of rules. Each rule is given a unique
identification which allows it to be triggered by the
user or by the Active Rule.
Also, the Rule is a passive data type which knows
what, but does not know where or when. With the
help of the Spider, the rule is applied on the Canvas.
In order to activate the Rule, the User selects the rule
then presses <S (one the keyboard)> to activate the
Spider. By default, the last Rule made is the Active
Rule.
The Canvas or Grid is a fairly passive data type and
only holds information. This can be understood in
term of current memory; the Canvas can not keep a
record of past events and knows only the current
situation.
From the Designer's perspective the environments
are perceived to be active because there is a
response. When the Machine applies the rule it
changes its appearance. Human perception is not
only limited to a 2 x 3 Active Frame, but he or she
can move about his or her eyes and chose to look at
different emergent patterns. The Canvas allows both
user and machine to converse using the Active
Frame. The Canvas is the environment in which the
user perceives the activities of the rules. Thus, the
Knowledge is in the Environment.
The Designer copies an element from the
environment, makes his or her own copy, then,
returns to the environment via Active Rule.
Overall, an interesting aspect of IDE might be the
fact that from the third person point of view, the User
making a rule and the Machine making a rule appear
to be the same. Technically the User is doing the
thinking via seeing and the Machine is only writing
or recording.
6.3 Limitation
One of the IDE's limitations or predetermined parts
is the way the Program scans or looks for matching
"before states" on the canvas. This produces a
movement and as consequence, results in some
"unexpected" pattern. Together however, the
movement of the scan and the rule combine to make
a grammar.
Another limitation is the dimension of the Active
Frame. Allowing the User to change its' size has
advantages and side effects; the larger the Active
Frame the more deterministic the design decisions
and the less of a surprise the results. The advantage
however, would be the ability to copy an emergent
pattern which is more than the sum of the parts
instantaneously. The Designer may see a difference
between emergences due to some tiling of a pattern.
After all, this visual side effect may be desirous in
dialogic constructs
Yet another limitation is the over all size of the
canvas. As of now, it has a god's-eyes view rather
than the local view of the designer fully immersed in
the environment. This limitation of having a god's-
eyes view might be the way to go between
environments, from one to another.
Maintaining the use of the pixel or point, but
placement with in a 3D Canvas, may be the next
logical version of this program.
6.4 Additional features
From helpful criticism, there were a few features
added to IDE in the later stages: There are Delete
Rule button, Show Me Other Rules button and
finally the Flip Active Rule button.
Additions may not improve the program necessarily
and some features may be understood independently
like the Text Box, which is not visual. Simply, this is
a different way of interacting with the IDE.
The Delete Rule Button allows the User to delete
some of the rules from the set for many reasons. One
of the reasons might be difficulty in keeping track of
the Designer's own activities when there are just too
many rules to handle on their own.
This may not be the feature to resolve the problem. If
there is a different way of representing a collection
of Rules, this feature may not be needed. The User
might recognized a rule to be a mistake for example,
among numerous other circumstances or more
creative reasons there might be for a User required
delete rule feature.
With a 2x3 grid there are some symmetrical rules
which can be understood as the same set or family of
rules. The Show Me Other Rules will eventually
show all the family in sequences. First it will show
the Horizontal transformation of both Before-state
and After-state, and second, it will show the Vertical
transformation of the later.
Finally, reversing the Before-state with the After-
state makes for an ad hoc Undo in this system. After
applying one rule on the Canvas and then pressing
this Slip Active Rule, the User, having made another
rule which replaces the before-state with the after-
state of the previous rule, can undo a Machine's later
move. As there is irreversibility in life, however, it
would be difficult to trace your own similar actions
to more that two or three steps. Also, the result might
be different because when a rule is applied
sequentially over time X, each rule interacts variably
with the others, making for difficulty in tracing one's
moves after a length of experiments. In a real life
example, once the batter for a cake is mixed, it
would be difficult to take out the eggs. This situation
of deleting and making is the same from the User's
point of view; if the Designer applies this newly
made Slip Active Rule, it undoes, but still, it is
creating something with intentional activity.
7.0 EXPERIMENT SETTING
In most cases, a Designer takes for granted that the
things they have designed will work in the way they
have intended. From multiple Users' feedback, some
of the unrealized designed limitations may become
evident. Most importantly, this feedback can be used
to further enrich the research.
Due to a time limitation, open ended experiments
were conducted. This was necessary to draw
conclusions that were not planned for during the
development of the IDE. Users were only given
minimal information as to what the machine or users
were supposed to do. They were given instructions
on "how to use the tool" with out the tools'
significant purpose and meaning. Users of the IDE
were asked to first initialize, or in other words,
engage in dialog. Secondly, Users were asked to
observe what the machine was doing and take notes.
After further reactions to what the machine has done,
the user was able to give feedback in terms of his/her
emotional response as well as a more descriptive
sample.
The purpose of the User evaluation is to revalue the
intentionality of this experiment.
8.0 EVALUATION RESULT
Due to the unfamiliar interface of IDE, about thirty
(30) minutes on average is necessary to become
familiar with the features of IDE.
Most of them are surprised and at the same time
"mildly frustrated" by the result at first. The Users
think this program is "counter intuitive". The
original intent of the program was to be more
intuitive so there seems to be a difference of
understanding.
Some experimenters give a description of the
program in a more concrete term. One user
described the "Active Frame" at first when making a
rule, but when the computer applied the Rule on the
Canvas, the User did not see the "Active Frame."
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In terms of making rules from the actions of a player,
the user and the IDE become blurred. Also, it would
be true to say that when two persons engage in a
dialog a lot of thought is shared across the
environment and can be difficult to differentiate who
is saying what to whom. When the internal dialogue
of the Designer is considered, the situation is
complicated further.
From a third person point view this portion of the
dialog is totally blurred to the degree that the
machine and the Designer are the same. This might
be the strongest point of the IDE's feature. However,
the Textbox does not offer an experience of the
usually visual entertaining type of expression.
After a while the Users began to gain a great degree
of anticipation from the IDE. The User would
anticipate the result before actually Appling the Rule
to the Canvas. This increases the level of interaction
to an event of participatory planning of plausible
scenarios. The reason the anticipation is important to
the Designer is that once he or she began to explore
in the domain of the self-created Environment, the
Environment has revealed its' novelty.
None of the Users gave me a definitive answer to
whom is doing what at each of the steps. Yet, they
seemed to have gotten some results that are quiet
descriptive in term of mass, chaos, or ordering, for
example.
Finally and in a generalized experience of the world,
when the world is chaotic, one is likely to restore
order, and when the world is ordered, then one
wants change or creates more variety in order to [in
Hutchison's words] "ensure." The Designer wonders
back and forth between familiar and unfamiliar until
they reach a world where things are in various states
of both familiar and unfamiliar.
This phenomenon is evident also in every day
conversation. One would not just say familiar things
in order to have a conversation, but the dialog must
contain something abrasive, or some form of a
"dialogic offset."
Even the "Nice weather?" might imply a "How are
you?" and many other commonalities between two
domains in Human-Human interaction.
8.1 Human -Machine Offset Makes Dialog Goes
Lucy Suchman seems to understand the machine-
human interaction backwards. First she claims,
"Interaction between people and machine implies
mutual intelligibility between people and machine, a
shared understanding." 7 While in agreement on the
implied mutual intelligibility, the shared
understanding is not viewed as crucially. Any
(visual) language for a matter of argument does not
require having any understanding which affects the
way we communicated Human-Human or Human-
Computer interaction.
Humans are always looking of their own devices,
unlike a computer which has to be told to look. It is
rather harder to make a human not look.
This misunderstood concept of planned action comes
from assuming that any action we do, even thinking,
has a purpose. The power of shared knowledge may
come from the fact that a good listener may or may
not assign a weight or purpose to received
information. The way we "see" or think comes from
the weightlessness of human imagination allowing
things to interact and emerge by way of the latent
event.
Regardless of a-priori knowledge, we can
communicate with another being. Regardless of the
other's intellectual limitation, one can still have
meaningful dialog. Most often, the difference of
time or knowledge allows one or both to go on
further discovering themselves and the world.
For example, parents spend fruitful hours on their
newborn. Regardless of the child's comprehension,
the parents still go on to tell a child something in
endless efforts to share their world.
The IDE has little or no understanding or interest in
understanding the Designer. Regardless, the
Designer goes on to share their ideas with the
machine, because the fact is that what little feedback
the machine gives is interpreted by the Designer. So,
whatever the Machine does, the Designer
incorporates the new information into their personal
domain or environment.
Creating an offset, or when a person deviates from
an understanding towards a misunderstanding, is
important in dialogue from a third person's point of
view.
From the point of view of the attendee, the meaning
comes from themselves. The fact of the matter is that
one can assume all he or she desires, however there
is always more unknown. Since every thing is
borrowed or copied from the environment and then
becomes the Environment, to the Designer, there is
the absolute need to keep open to interpretation and
to create choices of what and whom.
So the webs of understanding are never fixed,
especially with studies of shape, there are always
multiple ways to connects things.
8.2 Unity and Variety
According to Hutcheson, "Variety ensures departures
from the banal; unity ensures freedom from the other
extreme of chaos." 8 So when the designer engages
in the IDE, their primary goal is to achieve this
harmony of unity and variety. Most often the
Designer markets the end by determining the
harmony of the two which is neither nor, or familiar
yet unfamiliar.
So "offset" is mainly the desired effects of a
misunderstanding in the dialog which allows the two
entities to converse back and force like a seesaw; see
what one saw.
9.0 FURTHER WORK
The prior experiments were conducted in an open-
ended fashion. In order to take this project further,
there is the need to understand each level of
abstraction and its properties. Levels of abstraction
might be pixel, rule, grammar, program and canvas.
Giving the User a local goal might be helpful in
order to find other levels of abstraction and
properties. An example would be, to draw a simple
square and ask the User what a pixel is doing and
how does a Rule play its' roles. Asking such
questions might suggest an important "event" which
occurs during the design process. What might be
suggested is that at each level of abstraction is a
different interaction with respect to the User. Where
the Program is a text based component, it is
perceived to be a very different form, but it would be
useful to know its' difference from a pixel level. This
proposed survey would also suggest a way of
describing a Designer's world, or how can one
represent the world with such a rule incorporating
program?
Every drafting software has a model space, even
sophisticated 3D programs. There is the problem that
the user does not feel immersed in the environment,
rather the User sees objects from some external
world view. Another problem is that though given
the ability to zoom in and out, the Designer becomes
too engaged in detail, or to the other extreme, as with
large scale plans, clarity of the overall sight is lost
because of a conglomeration of smaller scale
elements. The over all does not mean an extent of
the project but all the interactions of all the parts in
the work. The problem, however, is not the
particular view, but a problem of transition between
immersed and externalized view of world.
Some aspects are very successful with the use of a
personal computer when a Designer wants to borrow
an idea and re-work it. However, when it comes to
human-human interaction especially in the
Designer's realm, it is difficult to borrow an idea
because it might be considered sacred. So the next
goal of a project is perhaps to build a multi-party
platform where the Users can borrow
other's/another's "world" openly in a private/public
domain with no concern for the authorship or
principle etc. The User works on the personal
computer, privately interacting with the real-world
which is connected to the other private things and
overall forms the public domain. The next phase
would be to make this project more secular, more
non-institutionalized or profession associated, so that
because of an increased level of interaction it would
be more dynamic. What has become evident in this
project is that it is about the fact that the User asks
internally, who is doing what to whom? So the
problem remains the degree of the User's openness
to getting to know the mysterious thing called
understanding.
10.0 CONCLUSION
This experiment explores human-machine dialog-
like turn-taking learning environments. However
simplistic the outcome maybe, an understanding can
not be simply said to be fully understood.
Often we take for granted the rules of our individual
micro-worlds; bits of pieces fit into a static state and
a static symbolic status defines understanding.
When in a situated leaning environment, one's action
may not be the "right" action but rather an action that
leads to the availability of multiple action paths.9
This de facto trait of humanity proves to be a benefit,
reliably re-creating some misunderstanding and
stubbornness within the human-computer interaction.
This I call, "Human-Machine offset," and sums up to
a world where the unfamiliar remains available.
An interaction or dialog provides a sense of meaning
by a testing and a testing once again of a set of rules
against the World. In turn, that world can be
effected by your own intentions and remains familiar
yet unfamiliar in its' changing state. And to make
sense of one's own reality, Ellen Langer would say,
"What is out there is shaped by the how we view
it."10 Ultimately, the dynamic initiates the ability to
change one's own set of rules accordingly, which in
return changes the way the individual shapes his or
her own reality.
A way of life in a most generous sense would be to
contribute to a dialog actively and with out need for
or concern about constituting intellectual properties
in design. In order to generate further dialog, or
attempt to reach a further understanding, even the
most basic concept of "understanding" can be
slightly "offset." Even the most precise
understanding can be shown to be misunderstood.
The concept of "understanding" is not an agreed
upon reality, and is often exchanged between entities
who use the term in respective contexts. This
perspective shows that in any creation the potential
for further dialog exists, and must be made available.
In fact, the ability to create the slightest "offset" in a
dialog in turn creates a communicating environment
of multiple conceptual alternates. These alternates
further an individual's meaningful growth or
learning process. Dialogic learning offers a more
richly informational, more dynamic, more highly
contextual, and thus truly meaningful environment.
The essence of understanding is well stated in an
observation by Soren Kierkegaard, "Life can only be
understood backwards; but it must be lived
forwards." The meaning is not a priori. Furthermore,
the dialogic is proven to be always in the present, as
in Bachelard's notion of the Poetic. Henceforth, to be
in reality is to "initiate an initial action."
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